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Background
24 years working in leading engineering research & 
development; signals intelligence, AI, pattern recognition, 
autonomous systems:

computers emulating how people manage complex environments in real-time

intuitive engineer - ideas first, work out theory/why later

learned to see patterns from very sparse data, and to discriminate from noise/coincidence

signals intelligence - chaos theory, strange attractors, optimal signal sorting, identification

Became more interested in how people worked / are as they are, than in the technology

Tried out NLP, and then discovered it had plenty missing, and 
so the research began: experiments, collaborations, trials, and 
then theorising as to the causes and sources and structures

10 years later: a complete model has been developed, tested 
and published, trained, delivered and checked for 
transferability across many languages, countries, cultures, 
religions and races.

50+ Authentic Leadership Programmes, worldwide
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Model Overview

The Family Tree of the
Personal Collective - 
Hydra

Patterns of Questions work 
with the structures, not the 
content

The Life-Cycle Underneath 
Engineering, Human and 
Social Activities

The Attractor System 
Of Self-Other Relating
of the Left-Brain

The Pyramidal Structure of 
the Social, Human Experience

Relationships, Habits, Businesses, Cultures, Countries, Religions, ... 
everything lives these life cycles and structures

The Pyramid and Life-Cycle are bound in place by the ancestral, cultural 
and descendent “time sidelobes” that hold the present matrix in place
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Saturday: the Cycle

The Physical Body
The e/m field
The Ark Angle Machine
Re-Birthing, Early-Years
Relationships & Relating
Understanding the Requirements

Requirements
  & Needs

Concepts
& Ideas

Assessment
& Reflection

Development
& Demo’s

Refine, Polish
Manufacture

In-Service
Operations

Retirement
Disposal

Ancestral
& Legacy
Factors

Cultural
Influences

(Human) CADMID
Life-Cycle
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Sunday
Trauma, Emotion, Projection
Concepts, Ideas, Innovation, 
Inventions, Physics,
Why?

1

2

2

Intruded Projection

In a de!ning moment, the smooth cycled "ow of awareness is interrupted with an 
intrusive energy.  The energy ‘out there’ stays stuck in that moment.
New life force is sent out to continue the awareness cycle. 
So the result of the shock is feeling cold.
The intruded energy nestles into the target zone, and the displaced energy is then 
cycled out.
The result is two attractors.
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Monday
Measurement & 
Reflection

Boundaries, Rules, 
Limits, Laws

Structures, Adaptations

Frame of
Reference 1

Frame of
Reference 2

Plan View:
Contours

Elevation View:
Profiles

0         1   2  3   4  5   6     7

Six Degrees of Separation: between Aspects of Self
and between Selves.

Potential
Well Depth
Of a Centre
of Personal
Gravity
(Attractor)

Questions in
Iteration

  Requiring
Equanimity

Dissociating
Associating 

(Re-)Adapting

(Mis-)Learning

(Re-)Refining
  ((Re-)Identifying)

Serving
(Habits)
(Mid-Life Upgrade)

Retiring

Ancestral
Cultural

Human Problem / Solution
 (Trauma / Healing) Cycle
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Tuesday
Story, Metaphor, 
Learning and 
Development

Education

Academic & Adolescent 
Viewpoint

Economic Growth: the 
key fallacy of the 
Tuesday View

The real model is 
dissociative, not one of 
learning-growth.

Story Intelligence
Matrix Insight
Game Changing

Standard Academic 
Perspective

Escape from Teaching 
to Experience

Single 
Human
Mind

Tree of Life

Humans

Animals

Cellular

Viral

Mineral

Spirits/Elemental

Creator

            All
       Aspects
    of
Self Active ‘brain’ areas

e.g. god spots
telepathy spots
channelling spots

Self-Mind-Emotion-Body
Interfaces and Sensing

      The One-God
Projection

Whole Body
Nervous System
Interface

Human
Group
Mind
(Selves)

Animal
Vegetable
Mineral
Elemental
Spirit
Deitic
& One Group Minds

Cultural
Layers/
Dissociations
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Wednesday

The Personal Collective

The Holigral Niche - Oneness

Roles and Identity

The Occidental Delusion: 

        “Individuality”

“One Team”, Group Mind

*

+

+

... and so on ...

*

+

All Human Consciousness

Foundation

Limited
World 
View
Box

  All 
Consciousness
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Thursday
Tribes, “us & them”

Tactics and Strategy

The Social Matrix

Lexic, Nonlexic

Autistic, “Normal”

Environment - Antennas

Projection & Sensing

Measurement

Signal Sorting

Identification

Tactics & Strategy

Diplomacy

Reading Signals in Time
Life-Cycles
Game Strategy
Prediction
Anticipation
Leadership
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Friday
Death, Closure

Oneness

Diplomacy

Enlightenment

The Ego has to Die.

Death & 
Resurrection.

Re-Birthing.

The lack of 
accepting death is 
one of the biggest 
social psychoses of 
the modern world.

The SELDON Plan.

Sustainability not 
Growth.

Only one major
boundary to undo.

A few layers to go

Whole and free

Life 
Happens
- Layers
Increase

The road to awakening, and wholeness of being.

It is an unstable base 
to try to expand 
consciousness
from here

Instead, undo
the layers of
structure

Sticking to the
path of undoing
one’s structures

Feel good enough,
then stop!

Many prefer 
the illusion

Physicality - Instinctive
Imaginary - “other side”

Power/Control
Morality

Rationality
Equality

Happy? Then, don’t 
bother with personal
development.
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The Left and the Right
Left: Digital & Object-Oriented
Spatio-Temporal Linguistic
Inverse Laplace Transforms

Right

Impulse

Distance

“the cat sat on the mat”: lexic

“cat sat mat”: non-lexic (dys-lexic)

Momentum
Flow

No beginning, No End, No Objects, No Labels

Cultural Fields, Moving, Analogue Conditioning, Cycles

Inverse Fourier Transforms

Impulse

Pre-Positional

A-Positional
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Beyond the Cycle/Pyramid
Real and Projected Past Lives
Real and Projected Entities
Real and Projected Experience

Infinite Eternal Self - a momentum form

A lifetime
(or an epoch
of a life ...)

Cosmological Boundary

Projected Past Lives Projected Future Lives

Sample Window

Discrete Fourier Transform Window assumes the waveform is infinite
and projects out the same waveform into the past and into the future

Real Present
LifeReal Past Lives Real Future Lives
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Cosmology

Window of the 
Scientific Universe

Relativistic
& Quantum

Deterministic,
Galilean &
Newtonian

Projected Past
Scientific Universes

The One “True” God
Universe

The Polytheistic
Universe

The Past  of “God”
Outside / Before

Time

Relativistic
Universe

Deterministic
Universe

One-God
Universe

Polytheistic
Universe

Prior
Universes?

Parallel
Universes?

The Event Horizon: 3 universes / worlds away from the present world/universe

Animistic?
Vegetal?

Elemental?
Spiritual?
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Some Applications
Demonstrated Applications that now require comparative trials and statistical evidence:

1.   Work efficiency - white collar typical reduction of 80% of hours
2.    addictions as if they never were - total control, take it or leave it
3.    psychopath to empath - with the right lever
4.    complete remission of psycho-soma
5.    re-embody the spirit - awakening-samadhi in about a weekʼs personal work “enlightenment”
6.    group mind flow, psychic abilities, channelling skills developed in sensitives
7.    holistic solutions to governance and creating a new society
8.    predictive models of society and historic trends
9.    dyslexia and learning difficulties ameliorated or eliminated, accelerated learning, new forms of vocational training
10.  mild to medium autism unmeasured and understanding of the matrix learned by the former autist
11.  opening the doors for a new communing with the gods, the breaking of cultural “spells”/groupthinks
12.  a holistic solution to mental health issue without the need for drugs, and the opportunity to replace DSM with a new model
13.  optimisation of marketplaces, new niches an improved economic flow
14.  replacing torture with clean interviewing questions in intelligence agencies (Mexico)
15.  creating polymathy in young students
16.  re-understanding history and re-shaping the direction of the present into the future
17.  address food disorders, body balances
18. Underlying marketing models, niche-finder, consulting model, market transformation

While these can all be measured and addressed in trial situation, the physical evidence that is typical across all graduates of holigral retreats is:

improved skin tone, reduced facial lines, measurable physical heating while life force reintegrates, reactivation of brain areas, shifts in neural 
patterns, emergence of theta patterns as permanent inner peace sustains, disappearing physical illness symptoms such as rashes, allergies, 
injuries, limps, stiffness, improved flexibility, reduction in required sleep, ease of picking up new skills, ...

Demonstrated with clients from UK, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Norway, Romania, Hungary, USA, 
Canada, Mexico, Argentina, Colombia, Ecuador, Brazil, Australia, New Zealand, India, Pakistan, Israel, Abu Dhabi, Ghana, Mozambique, South Africa, 
Japan, native American, across religious cultures of Christian, Muslim, Jewish, atheistic, agnostic, polytheistic/pagan demographics, across all the 
languages of these countries.

Demonstrated across “normal”, nonlexic, aspergers, sensitives, some sociopathic, and a range of mental illnesses.
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Applying the Theory
Processes comprising patterns of questions or instructions work to:

undo the structures of selves created on the Sunday/Monday.

clear the undergrowth of distractions to reveal the essence of a focus of attention

undo ancestral chains of projections or cultural influences

Processes to understand the stories, games, roles and characters at play in the world around reveal 
the human intelligence of markets, companies, cultures and lead to predictive insight into the worldʼs 
events and unfurling history.

Processes to ask questions of the life-cycles of relationships, markets or products reveal the fractal 
patterns at play, limiting business or efficiency, enabling new interventions.

Processes to map out the intelligence of a market or a focus area lead to opening new niches and 
ways of communicating at a far deeper level than the NLP-based marketing in play today.

Being fractal and complete, anything can be improved unless it already happens to be at the peak 
possible flow, which is unlikely.  The Holistic and Integral perspective guarantees globally optimum 
solutions that also have local optima.

It takes seconds to create a new, tailored process to fit a new need.  The number of potential 
processes is 10 billion, meaning we can design a unique process for every single human being, 
using only 10 questions to index the requirement.  That is power for change.

For organisational change we always prefer to work with the leader and leadership because “the land 
and the king are one”, meaning that all which flows is a result of the leaderʼs internal structures.
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Sources
Pattern Recognition Algorithms and Signal Processing Methods

Radar Signal Processing and Electronic Warfare, CADMID Lifecycle model

Signals Intelligence: measurement, fingerprinting, sorting, classification, identification

Shannon, Nyquist, Rayleigh, Six Degrees of Separation, Chaos Theory - Phase Space

Collaboration with Eileen Watkin Seymour 2004-5 (inventor of RAPSI)

Collaboration with the late David Grove 2005-6 (inventor of “Clean Language”)

Extensive literature in myth, legend and works of fiction

The rest is all experimentation and applying best process to solve the client situations 2004-10

For example, by working to understand the signals of the normal human population, gradually they 
become clear and understandable.  Then the abnormal stands out, and one can identify the closet 
sociopaths with ease.  

This was exactly the same strategy as I used in Electronic Intelligence.  By actually developing 
methods that accurately classified the non-threat environment, the real threats were left 
exposed with a much lower false alarm rate.

The traditional methods of trying to directly classify mental health concerns are easily foiled 
by the sociopath.  Only by understanding the thousands of classes of normal can the analyst 
then see the sheep from the wolves in sheepʼs cloth.
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Questions
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Supporting Resources
Books ->

Manuals 

Ark Angle Machine ->

Distance, Courses, Workshops, 
Retreats, Therapy & Coaching

Authentic Leadership 
Programme

The Holigral Theory

SELDON Model

Human Signals Intelligence

Or visit “holigral.com” for 
some articles
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